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1.

The purpose of this thesis is to show by a

series of experiments, based solely on heat conduc-

tion, how the heat transmission actually varies

v/ith the increase in thickness.

Many experiments have been carried on along

this line, but the results have not proven satisfac-

tory. For this reason, every manufacturer of insu-

lating materials and all technical institutions

have assumed the heat transmission to vary inverse-

ly with the thickness of the material.

It is practically impossible to obtain a speci-

men which v/ill answer for all materials and elimin-

ate all errors. The material decided upon is known

on the market as friction board, varying nowhere

more than a few thousandths of an inch in thickness,

is very homogeneous and f;ives good surface contact.

It is very essential in any heat transmission

test to have all results as nearly correct as pos-

sible. For this reason, particular attention was

paid to the weights and scales used. The scales

used were the high grade Fairbanks type, with very

delicate knife edges and highly polished scale pans.





2.

The weights v/ere compared v/ith standard weights on

a chemical balance. The errors given below show us

that none of the weights are in error more than
To^

of 1 per cent. The thermometers were also calibrat-

ed in an oil bath, using a standard thermometer cal-

ibrated at the United States Bureau of Standards.

Results of the thermometer calibrations are shown

on one of the following pages.

Weights.

1# 453.6 gr.

50
1000

100
1000

#1

^!-2

100
1000

Should weigh 22.680 grams.
Weight obtained 22.628 "

Error .052 " .00011#

Should weigh 45.3600 grams.
Weight obtained 45.3072 "

.Error .8528 rr. .OOOllS/f

Should weigh 45.3600 grams
Weight obtained 45.3090 "

Error .0510 gr. .000112#

200 Should weigh 90.72 grams
1000 Weight obtained 90.69 "

Error ,03 gr. ,00006#

500 Should weigh 226.80
1000 Weight obtained 226.68

Error ,12 gr. ,00026#
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Calibration of Thermometers.

Thermometer #1. Standard. Thermometer /•'2
. Standard,

130
135
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220

131
136
141
151
161
171
181
191
201
211
221

130

140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220

131

141
151
161
171
181
191
201
211
220

It is not necessary here to show calibration

curves, as one can readily see a constant error of

1° in both thermometers. Calibration of both these

thermometers took place before the tests began.

Table of Densities.

Total diameter of each specimen 13 v/s"

.

Corresponding area 151,2 square inches.

Spec. Weif:ht. Average Volume
thickness

Density W

# 1
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Average
Spec.
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As can readily be seen in the figure, the

only source of heat to the inner tlock of ice is

through the test specimen. The effective area of

transmission is that directly beneath the inner

vessel, which is seven jnches, Meltage from the

crushed ice is discharged to waste. The meltage

of the pure distilled ice is carefully weighed to

a thousandth of a pound.

The heat transmission through the edges of

the material does not affect the inner block of

ice, because the surface in contact with the inner

vessel is only one-fourth that of the total area

of the specimen.

In the Voorheeys machine, we have heat trans-

mission purely by conduction. There are no radia-

tion losses whatever. We, therefore, have only

comparative results of materials under test.

The first curve shows the heat transmission

for each thickness of specimen used, ranging from

about 2 B.T.U. for a thickness of 19/32" to about

.9 B.T.U. for 3i".

As shown by the curve, the heat transmission
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dropped considerably with the first and second in-

crease of thickness, but from there on became less

and less.

Assuming the heat transmission inversely pro-

portional to the thickness, the points of the second

curve were obtained by taking each point in the

first curve and multiplylrxg the 3.T.U. by the thick-

ness of the specimen, which gave the heat transmis-

sion in B.T.U. per inch thickness. These points

were used as ordinates and the different thickness-

es as absissae.

Thickness. B.T.U. B.T.U. per inch
thickness.

19/32" 1.9812 1.1763
1 3/32" 1.5327 1.6763
1 1/2" 1.2523 1.8784
1 31/32" 1.1353 2.2351
2 3/8" 1.0678 2.5360
2 I3/I6" 1.0013 2.8161
3 1/4" .9409 3.0579

This curve is the most important of all. It

shows that, as the thickness increases, the B.T.U.

per inch increases in the form of a curve concave

upward instead of a straight line.

This disproves the old law. In order to es-

tablish a new law, more points would have to be

found to get the entire curve. But for all practi-
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cal purposes, for insulation from 1 to 3 inches;

values can be taken directly from the curve.

The third set of curves show how the heat

transmission would vary if it was inversely pro-

portional to the thickness. Each average result

found was taken as a standard. Then assuming the

heat transmission to be inversely proportional, the

3.T.U. was found for each thickness. This gives

us seven curves, none of which will coincide with

the one found by test.

Thickness
19/32"

1 3/32"
1 1/2"
1 31/32"
2 3/8"
2 13 /I6"
3 1/4"

Curve 1,

B.T.U.
1.9812_
1.07
.7841
.5963
.4953
.4180
.3605

Curve 2.
Thickness. B.T.U.

19/32"
1 3/52"
1 1/2"
1 31/32"
2 3/8"
2 13 /I6"
3 1/4"

2.S254_
1.53275
1.1174
.7396
.8286
.5936
.5149

Curve 3.
Thickness. B.T.U.
19/32" 3.4813

1 31/32" 1.7166
1 1/2" _1^2 523
1 31/32" .8766
2 3/8" .7877
2 I3/I6" .6637
3 1/4" .5760

Curve 4.
Thickness. B.T.U.

19/32" 4.0880
1 3/32" 2.0535
1 1/2" 1.4895
1 31/32" 1.1?53_
2 3/8" .9400
2 I3/I6" .7947
3 1/4" .6868
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Curve 5. Curve 6,
Thickness. B.T.U. Thickness. B.T.U.

19/32" 4.2712 19/32" 4.7631
1 3/32'' 2.3171 1 3/32" 2.5733
1 1/2" 1.6893 1 1/2" 1.8704
1 31/32" 1.2813 1 31/32" 1.4118
2 3/8" _1^0678 2 3/8" 1.8115
2 I3/I6" .9012 2 I3/16" _1^C013
3 1/4" .7794 3 1/4" .8661

Curve 7.

Thickness. B.T.U.

19/32" 5.1467
1 3/32" 2.7944
1 1/2" 2.0323
1 31/32" 1.5524
2 3/8" 1.2776
2 I3/I6" 1.0820
3 1/4" .9409_

No runs were made until all conditions were

maintained constant. Pure, distilled water ice

was used in both inner and outer vessels. The

temperature of the circulating water was kept

just at boiling during the entire test.

Sample Computation for One Run.

Temperature of melting ice = 32°p.

Temperature difference betv/een two sides of

specimen = Average temperature of the circulating

water - 32.

Latent heat of pure distilled ice = 144 B.T.U.
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Area of sample measured in square feet.

This area was taken as the area of the inside

vessel, including the thickness of the copper.

Latent heat of ice x wt.ice melted/hr . in lbs. ^

Area specimen in sq,ft, x Temp, diff

B.T.U.'s for thickness of specimen

Latent heat of pure distilled ice in B.T.U.'s

144. Area of specimens tested 267 sqaure feet.

Weight of ice melted/hr in Tbs, ,678

Average temp, of circulating water on one side of

sanple tested, minus the temperature of melting ice

on the other side of sample tested, equals the

temperature difference between the two sides of

specimen (209 - 32)= 177

144 X ,678 , 2.065 B.T.U. for thickness tested.
,267 X 177
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LOG SHEET.

Run #1.

o

CQ O
O G

^ O
O Q)

•H a
Eh

Temperature (correct Jj

4-23-3:30 19/32" 211
4-23-4:30 " 211
4-26-1 "

4-26-2 "

207
203

211.5 204.5 208 176
211. 203 207 175

• ra

Eh to
• (D

CQ C
• ^

to O

c« ^
!^ ^-1

E-

Ave rage

1.9089
1.9736
1.9472
1.9952

1.9812

RELIARKS. Diameter of specimens through

which the heat transmission takes

place 7 inches. Area of same

.267 square feet. Therefore 144 _
.267

539.25 (constant)

539.25 X wt.of ice melted per hr.in lbs B T U
Mean temp. - 32 r • • «

for thickness used.
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.

LOQ SHEST,

5/14
2:00
5/15
2; 00
4:00
5:00
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LOG SHEET.

Run #3.

5/6
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
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LOG SHEET,

Run #4.

5/7
2:00 1

4:00
5:00
6:00

1

1 «M
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LOG SHEET.

Run #5.

u^
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o

m d
m o
o S
C -H

o o
•H a
E-i
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LOG SHETIT.

Run #6.
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LOG SHEET.

Run #7.
















